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Abstract. Let T{t) be a Co-semigroup of linear operators on a Banach space

X, and let X® , resp. X® , denote the closed subspaces of X" consisting of

all functionals x* such that the map t •-» T*{t)x* is strongly continuous for

t > 0, resp.  t > 0.

Theorem. Every nonzero orbit of the quotient semigroup on X*/X® is nonsep-

arably valued. In particular, orbits in X*/X® are either zero for t > 0 or

nonseparable. It also follows that the quotient space X*/X® is either zero or

nonseparable. If T{t) extends to a Co-group, then X*/X® is either zero or

nonseparable.

For the proofs we make a detailed study of the second adjoint of a  Co-

semigroup.

0. Introduction

The basic difficulty in adjoint semigroup theory is that the adjoint T*(t) of a

Co-semigroup {T(t)}t>o (briefly, T(t)) of linear operators on a Banach space
X need not be strongly continuous on X* again. Therefore, we define

X® := {x* e X* : the map t h> T*(t)x* is strongly continuous for t > 0}.

Similarly we define X® by replacing ' t > 0' by ' t > 0'. Both are closed T*(t)-
invariant subspaces of X*. Clearly X0 c X®, and if T(t) is a Co-group,
then X® — X® , but in general the inclusion may be proper. The main result of

this paper is the following theorem, which describes the orbits of the quotient
semigroup on X*/X®.

Theorem 0.1. Let T(t) be a Co-semigroup on a Banach space X. The orbit un-

der the quotient semigroup of every nonzero element of X*/X® is nonseparably
valued.

By Pettis's measurability theorem and the Measurable Semigroup Theorem

(see §1) it is trivial that if the r*(?)-orbit of an x* £ X* is not strongly con-

tinuous for t > 0 (i.e., the class of x* in X*/X® is nonzero), then the orbit
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766 J. M. A. M. VAN NEERVEN

of x* under T*(t) is nonseparably valued. The content of the main theorem

is that this nonseparability is caused by the bad 'part' of X*, viz. X*/X®,

and not by the good part X® . This is not at all evident, since one must rule

out the possibility that a nonseparable orbit is so 'parallel' to a nonseparable

X® that on the one hand its nonseparability is due to nonseparability of X® ,

whereas on the other hand, upon dividing out X® , the quotient orbit becomes

separable.
We note some immediate corollaries of the main theorem.

Corollary 0.2. The quotient space X*/X® is either zero or nonseparable.

That some result in this direction should be true was conjectured by Ben de

Pagter (personal communication). We remark that it is not true that X*/X®
is always zero or nonseparable (see [Ne2] for an example of a Co-semigroup

on Co with dim Cq/Cq =1). However, if X*/X® is separable, then one sees

from Corollary 0.2 that X* = X® . This solves affirmatively a question raised

in [Nel]. Moreover, if T(t) extends to a C0-group, then X® - X®, and it

follows that X*/X® is either zero or nonseparable.

By applying the natural map X*/X® -» X*/X® to a separably valued orbit

in X*/X® , Theorem 0.1 implies the following dichotomy result.

Corollary 0.3. Every quotient orbit in X*/X® is either zero for t > 0 or non-

separably valued.

We will give a detailed proof of Corollary 0.2 rather than Theorem 0.1. After

that we show how the argument has to be modified in order to deal with the

general case. The reason for proceeding in this way is to make the main ideas

in the proof more transparent. Let us briefly sketch them. We assume that

X*/X® is separable and want to prove that it is zero. Identifying the dual of
X*/X® with the annihilator X®± of X® in X** , we show that X®±n^x(X)

separates the points of the quotient space. Here 38\(X) is the subspace of X**
of all so-called Baire-1 functionals. The functionals in this intersection give

rise to functionals on the quotient space which have the additional property
that the quotient semigroup is measurable with respect to them. Using this,

it follows that the quotient semigroup is strongly continuous for t > 0 with

respect to some weaker norm. This is shown to imply that there is a nonzero

Baire-1 functional in (X*/X®)® if X*/X® is nonzero. The proof will then be

complete if we can show that such functionals do not exist. This is essentially

proved in §2 and requires a detailed study of the strong continuity of the second

adjoint semigroup T**(t) on X**.

1. Preliminaries

We assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of the theory of semi-

groups of linear operators. We will use the following Measurable Semigroup

Theorem [HPh, Theorem 10.2.3]: If T(t) is a semigroup such that t >-> T(t)x

is strongly measurable for each x £ X, then T(t) is actually strongly continuous

for t > 0 (briefly, T(t) is C>o). We also assume familiarity with the elemen-
tary theory of adjoint semigroups. A nice introduction with detailed proofs is

given in [BB]. To fix the notation we repeat some definitions now.

The adjoint of a (not necessarily Co ) semigroup T(t) on a Banach space X

is the semigroup T*(t) on the dual space X* obtained by taking pointwise in t
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the adjoint operators T*(t) :— (T(t))*. The semigroup dual of X with respect

to T(t) is the linear subspace

X® := jx* £ X* : lim\\T*(t)x* -x*\\ = fj|.

In other words, X® is the largest subspace of X* on which T*(t) acts in a

strongly continuous way, and clearly X® is r(?)-invariant. If T(t) is locally

bounded at t = 0, e.g., if T(t) is of class Co, then X® is closed.

For the rest of this paper we assume that T(t) is a Co-semigroup on X.

For such semigroups we have X® = D(A*) where A* is the adjoint of the

infinitesimal generator A of T(t). Thus X® is precisely the norm closure

of the range of the adjoint R(X, A)* = R(a, A*) of the resolvent of A . An

x* 6 X* belongs to X® if and only if lim^00XR(X, A*)x* = x* strongly. X®
induces an equivalent norm in X, so in particular X® is weak *-dense in X*,

and hence if X is reflexive we have X® — X*. From elementary examples one

sees that in general, however, X® is a proper subspace of X*.

Next we will define the second adjoint of a Co-semigroup. Since X® is

r*(f)-invariant, the restrictions T®(t) of T*(t) to X® define a Co-semigroup
on X® . Starting from the semigroup T®(t) we can define X®® := (X0)0,

the subspace of strong continuity of T®*(t) — (T®(t))*. Define a map j : X —►

X®\
(jx,x®):=(x®,x).

Since X0 induces an equivalent norm in X, the map j is an embedding into,

and in fact maps X into A00 . In this way we can identifiy X with a closed

subspace of A00 . One has to be a little bit careful here, since j is in general

not isometric. If jX = A00 , then X is said to be ©-reflexive with respect to
T(t). This is the case if and only if the resolvent R(a, A) is weakly compact

[Pa].
In turn the space A00 can be identified in a natural way with a closed

subspace of X** in the following way [Cll, Part IV].

Lemma 1.1. The limit

(kx®®, x*) = lim (x00, XR(k, A*)x*)

exists for all x00 £ X®® and defines an isomorphical embedding k : X®® —►

X**. Moreover, for x00 £ X®® and x® £ X® we have (kx®®, x®) =

(x00, x0), and if i: X —» X** is the natural map, then we have i — k o j.

There is a second natural way to define a second semigroup dual space, viz.

by starting from T*(t) rather than from T®(t):

XQ0 := jx** £ X** : lim \\T**(t)x** - x**\\ = o|.

Thus, if we understand X* to be equipped with the semigroup T*(t), then

A0Q is precisely (A*)0 .

It is easy to see that kX®® c X00 , and it is natural to ask whether kX®®

actually equals A00 . That, in general, this is not the case is shown by the fol-
lowing example. Another example is given in [C12]. We need some terminology

and elementary facts about Banach lattices which can be found in [S].
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Example 1.2. Let T(t) be the rotation group on X = C(T) defined by

T(t)f(ew) = f(e^).

Then A00 = X = C(T). We will construct a nonzero x00 6 X00 which

annihilates A0, so x00 £ &:X00. Let x** 6 X** be any nonzero vector

annihilating the subspace LX(T) = X® of X*. Regarding X** as a Banach

lattice by replacing x** by its modulus |x**|, which also annihilates A0 , we

may assume without loss of generality that x** > 0. Put

x00 := supT**(s)x**.

Since X** is a C(A)-space by the Kakutani-Krein representation theorem and

since the orbit of x** is norm bounded, this orbit is order bounded. Since

X**, being a dual space, is Dedekind complete, it follows that the supremum

indeed exists. Trivially x00 > x**, so x00 ^ 0. Since for each t > 0 the
operator T**(t) is an order-continuous lattice homomorphism, we have

T**(t)xQQ = T**(t)( sup T**(s)x**) = supT**(t + s)x** = x00.

Hence x00 £ A00 . On the other hand, since x** annihilates A0 , so does each

T**(t)x**. Since the annihilator of the projection band A0 is a (projection)

band in X**, it follows that x00 annihilates A0 as well.

The construction in this example can be carried out in much more general-

ity. In fact, for a positive Co-semigroup on a space X — C(K), K compact

Hausdorff, one can prove that the following assertions are equivalent:

(1) X00 = fcX00.

(2) T*(t) is C>0.
(3) T*(t) is weakly Borel measurable.

The proof takes us too far afield and will be given elsewhere.

We assume the reader to be familiar with the notions of strong measurability

and the Bochner-, weak*-, and Pettis integral. For the definitions and basic

properties we refer to [DU]. The following lemma is easily checked by direct

computation.

Lemma 1.3. Let S(t) be a semigroup (not necessarily Co) on X. Suppose the

map t^S*(t)x* is locally bounded at t = 0 and weak*-measurable (e.g., S(t)

is Co). Then w* ̂ S*(o)x* do £ X® for all t>0.

2. The spaces A00 and A00

Throughout this and the following section T(t) is a Co-semigroup on a Ba-

nach space X. We will be concerned with the spaces A00 and A00 , whose

properties play a key role in the proof of Theorem 0.1. The guiding line in

this section will be to try to understand why kX®® can be a proper subspace

of A00. The first main result in this direction will be Theorem 2.4, which

shows that kX®® is complemented in A00 and that its complement is pre-

cisely (A*/A0)0 . This establishes a connection between the theories of A0O
and that of X*/X®.

Let r : X** —> A0* denote the restriction map, i.e., (rx**, x®) := (x**, x®)

Vx0 £ X® . It is easily checked that r maps A00 into A00 .
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Lemma 2.1.  k or : A00 —► kX®® is a projection of A00 onto kX®® .

Proof. Since A;A00 c A00, it suffices to prove that kr(kx®®) = kx®® holds
for all x00 £ A00 . But this follows from the obvious fact that rkx®® = x00
for all x00 G A00 .

The projection on A00 described above will be denoted by n .

In order to identify the complement of A:A00 in A00 we need some results

on quotient semigroups. Let S(t) be a semigroup on A, not necessarily Co.

Let Y be a closed 5'(/)-invariant subspace, and let q : X -> X/Y be the
quotient map. The quotient semigroup on X/ Y is defined by

Sq(t)qx = q(S(t)x).

The dual space (X/Y)* is naturally isometrically isomorphic to the annihilator

rx := {x* £ X* : (x*, y) = 0, Vy £ Y] of Y; the isomorphism m : (X/Y)* —
Yx is given by (mz*, x) := (z*, qx),  z* £ (X/Y)*.

Lemma 2.2. For any z*£(X/Y)* we have (m(S*(t)z*)) = S*(t)(mz*).

Proof. Let x £ X be arbitrary. Then

(m(S*q(t)z*),x) = (S*q(t)z*, qx) = (z*, Sq(t)qx)

= (z*, q(S(t)x)) = (mz*, S(t)x) = (S*(t)(mz*), x>.

Thus we may identify S*(t) with the restriction of S*(t) to Y1-. This proves

Lemma 2.3. The map m induces an isometrical isomorphism (X/Y)® ~ A0 n
Y±.

From now on, let T(t) again be a Co-semigroup. Let q : X* -> X*/X® be

the quotient map, and let Tq(t) be the quotient semigroup on X*/X® . From

11^(011 < ll^*WII it follows that Tq(t) is a locally bounded semigroup again.
Let T*(t) denote the adjoint semigroup (Tq(t))*. Let m : (X*/X®)* -> A0±

be the natural isomorphism. In this way (X*/X®)® is identified with a closed
subspace of A**.

Theorem 2.4.  A00 = kX®® © m(X*/X®)®.

Proof. By Lemma 2.1 we have A00 = kX®® © Y, where Y = kern. We
claim that kern = A00 n A0J-. Indeed, it is clear from A0X c kerr, and the

definition of n shows that A00 n A0J- c kern . Conversely, if x00 e ker n,

then since k is an isomorphism into we must have rx00 = 0, which means

that x00 £ A0X . This proves the claim. From Lemma 2.3 we know that

w(A*/A0)0 = (A*)0 n X&± = XqQ n A0± . Therefore ker?r = w(A*/A0)0 .

In the next section we will be concerned with the space X®. At this point

it is interesting to note that one can prove that there are natural isomorphisms

A00 ~ A00 and (A*/A0)0 ~ (A*/A0)0 .

With the information of Theorem 2.4 we can characterise kX®® as those

elements of A00 that commute with the weak*-integral of the adjoint semi-
group.

Corollary 2.5. An element x00 £ A00 belongs to kX®® if and only if for all
t > 0 and x* £ X* we have

(2.1) ^x00 , w* £ T*(o)x* do^j = ^'(x00, T*(o)x*) do.
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Proof. The 'only if part is proved in [Cll]. For the 'if part, let x00 £ A00
such that (2.1) holds for all t and x*. Write x00 = kx®®+y with y £ kern .
Since (2.1) holds for A:x00 by the above discussion, it follows that (2.1) also

holds for y . Let x* e X* be fixed. By Lemma 1.3, for all t > 0 we have

(y,w* i T*(o)x* do\ = 0.

Thus, for all t > 0,

/ (T**(o)y,x*) do= f (y, T*(o)x*) do = 0.
Jo Jo

But 11-> (T**(t)y, x*) is a continuous function for t > 0 since y £ A00 , so

it must be identically zero. In particular, (y, x*) = 0. Since x* was arbitrary,

it follows that y = 0, as was to be shown.

Corollary 2.6. A00 = A:A00 if and only if for all t > 0, x* £ X*, and
xQq £ Xqq we have

/x00, w* I T*(o)x* da\ = j (x00 , T*(o)x*) do.

In particular, A00 = kX®® if T*(t) is C>o or, more generally, if T*(t) is

Pettis integrable. Thus the discrepancy of A00 and A00 is due to the fact

that T*(t), being weak*-integrable, may fail to be Pettis integrable.

It is not hard to show that a semigroup which is uniformly continuous for

/ > 0 is ©-reflexive if and only if it is weakly compact for t > 0. This

generalises as follows:

Theorem 2.7. For a Co-semigroup T(t) the following assertions are equivalent:

(1) T(t) is weakly compact.
(2) A is Q-reflexive with respect to T(t), and T**(t) is C>0.

Proof. Suppose first that T(t) is weakly compact. Then T**(t)X** c A for

each t > 0 by Gantmacher's theorem. Trivially this implies that T**(t) is

C>0. Fix x00 e A00. Then T**(t)kx®® c X for all t > 0, and letting
t i 0 it follows from the inclusion A:X00 c A00 that A:x00 £ X, so A is

©-reflexive.
Conversely, suppose that (2) holds. By assumption on T**(t), T*(t) is

weakly continuous for t > 0. Fix to > 0 and x* £ X*. Then T*(t) is weakly

continuous, hence strongly continuous, on the closed linear span of {T*(t)x* :

t > to} . It follows that T*(t) is C>o , so by Corollary 2.6 and ©-reflexivity we

have A00 = kX®® = A. Since T**(t) is C>0, we have T**(t)X** c A00

for all t > 0. Hence T**(t)X** c A for all t > 0, and the weak compactness

of T(t) follows from Gantmacher's theorem.

Recall that an element x** £ A** is called a Baire-l functional if it is the

weak *-limit in A** of a sequence (x„) c A. The set of all Baire-l functionals

is a linear subspace of A** and is denoted by &X(X). A trivial but useful

consequence of Corollary 2.6 and the dominated convergence theorem is the

following corollary, which will be used in Lemma 3.6.
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Corollary 2.8.  A00 n 3SX (A) c A:A00 .

From Corollary 2.6 we know that A00 = kX®® if T*(t) is C>o . The next
result shows that in fact a much weaker condition will do if A is separable.

For this we use the following deep result of Riddle, Saab, and Uhl [RSU]: If
K is compact Hausdorff and A is a separable Banach space and y/ : K -> A*

is a bounded, universally weakly measurable function, then \p is universally

Pettis integrable. In particular, if T*(t) is weakly Borel measurable, it follows

from this theorem that T*(t) is actually Pettis integrable. Combining this with

Corollary 2.6 we obtain

Corollary 2.9. Suppose X is separable. If T*(t) is weakly Borel measurable,
then A00 = A:A00 .

3. Proof of Theorem 0.1

We will write A® for X*/X®. The quotient semigroup of T*(t) on A0

will be denoted by T^(t). Often we will identify (A0)* with X®1-.

Lemma 3.1. If A0 is separable, then for every nonzero x0 e A0 there is a

Baire-l functional x0X e X®-1 such that (x0X, x®)# 0.

Proof. Fix a nonzero x® e A®, and let x* € A* be a representant of x®.

Since x* 0 X® , there is an e > 0, t > 0, and a sequence t„ [ 0 such that, for

all n,

\\T*(t + tn)x* -T*(t)x*\\ >e.

Choose norm one elements x„ e A such that

\(T*(t + tn)x*-T*(t)x*,xn)\>e,

and put z„ := T(t + t„)xn - T(t)x„ . The sequence (z„) is bounded, and for

all x0 G X® we have

lim |(x0 , zn)\ = lim \(T*(t + tn)x® - T*(t)x® , xn)\
,~    , n—>oo n—»oo

( ' ' <limsup||r*(/ + f„)x0-r*(Ox0|| = 0.
n—>oo

Furthermore, since A0 is separable, there is a countable set F c A* such that

the linear span of X® U F is norm dense in A*. By a diagonal argument we

find a subsequence of (z„), relabelled (zn) again, such that lim„^00(/*, z„)

exists for all f*£F. Passing once more to a subsequence if necessary we also

may assume that

(3.2) lim |(x*, zn)\ = lim \{T*(t + tn)x* - T*(t)x*, x„)| =: e0 > e.
n—>oo n—>oo

Regarding (zn) as a (bounded) sequence in A**, it follows that (z„) is weak *-

convergent to some x0± e A**. By (3.1) we have x®L £ A0X , and this

together with (3.2) implies that

|<x0\x0)| = |(x0X,x*)| = eo>O.

Let T c A** be the linear subspace A0X n^(A). By Lemma 3.1, T
separates the points of A0 , but the problem is that we do not know whether T

induces an equivalent norm on A® . However, this causes only small technical
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complications with which we shall deal next.  Define a norm | • | on A® by

putting

|x®| := sup |(x0X,x®)|.
x®±er,\\x®-L\\<\

This is indeed a norm, since, by Lemma 3.1, |x®| = 0 implies x® = 0. Note

that |x®| < ||x®|| for all x® £ A® . In this way (A®, | • |) becomes a normed

linear space; denote its completion by A® . Then A® is a Banach space, and

trivially each x0X £ T of ||-||-norm < 1 extends to a bounded linear functional

on A® of | • |-norm < 1. Our next aim is to show that 7®(r) extends to a

semigroup on A®. This follows from a density argument and the following

lemma, which uses the obvious fact that T is r**(?)-invariant.

Lemma 3.2.   \T9(t)\ < ||7"(0II-

Proof. Let |x®| = 1. Then

|r®(r)x®|=  sup  |(x0X,r®(r)x®)|=  sup  |<r**(r)x0X,x®)|
x»-LeBr xQ-t-eBr

< sup |(z0X, x®}| = ITOII • |*®l-
z®±e\\T*'{t)\\'Br

Lemma 3.3.   T®(f) is C>o with respect to | • |.

Proof. Denote the extension of 7®(/) to A® by 7®(r). First, F c (A®)*

is norming for A®. Second, since T c 3§X(X), for each x0X e A0X and

x® e A®, the function

t -> (x0X, 7y7)x®) = (x0X, T®(r)x®)

is the pointwise limit of a sequence of continuous functions

t^(T*(t)x*,zn),

where qx* = x® and z„ —> x0X weak*; hence, in particular, this function is

measurable. Third, since the topology in A® induced by | • | is coarser than

the one induced by || • ||, and since A® is || ■ Inseparable, for each x® e A®
the function t —► T®(f)x® is | • |-separably valued. Combining these three

observations with Pettis's Measurability Theorem shows that t —> T®(r)x® is

| • |-strongly measurable for each x® € A® . By denseness the semigroup 7®(f) is

| • |-strongly measurable for each x® € A® and therefore C>o by the Measurable

Semigroup Theorem.

The functionals produced in Lemma 3.1 lie in A0X = X^ but in general

do not lie in X§ . By weak*-integration we can pull them into X® . The next

lemma describes the result.

Lemma 3.4. // x0X £ A0X n &x (A), then for all t > 0

w* I r**(ff)x0X do = 0.
Jo

Proof. First note that the weak*-integral is defined since  x0X  £ 3§X(X).
By Lemma 1.3 it is an element of A00 . Also it belongs to A0X and, hence,

to A0X.   On the other hand the fact that x0X e ^i(A), the dominated
convergence theorem, and the definition of the weak'-integral imply that
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w;*/0'r**(cr)x0X do is in 3S\(X) again. Therefore, the integral belongs to

A:A00 by Corollary 2.8. We have shown that w* /J T**(o)x®L do £ kX®® n
A0X = {0}.

Now we can prove Corollary 0.2.

Proof of Corollary 0.2. Suppose A® is separable. If A® were nonzero, that

is, if T*(t) were not C>o, then there is a to > 0 and a z® £ A® such that

x<s := r®(?0)z® ̂  0. Fix x0X £ Y such that

(x0X , x®) =: e > 0.

By Lemma 3.3 we may choose t > 0 so small that

|x0X| |7®(rj)x®-x®| < |,    V0<ct</.

Here |x0X| is the norm of x0X regarded as a functional on A® . From Lemma

3.4 we obtain

0 = 1/^* / r*(<7)x0X<i<T,x®\  =|i [ (x®±, T0(t)x®) do
I \ t      Jo I       11 Jo

I 1   /*' 1   /"' e      e
> - / (x0X ,x9)do - -     (x0X, T®(r)x® - x®) rfa > e - - = -,

I ' ./o l Jo 11

a contradiction.

For an x* e A*, let Y® be the closed linear span of the orbit of qx* in

A®, where q : A* —> A® = X*/X® is the quotient map. It is easy to see that

Y := <7-1Y® is a closed r*(?)-invariant subspace of A*. Now suppose that
the quotient orbit of x* is separable in A® . Then Y/X® ~ y® is separable.

Using this observation, Theorem 0.1 can be proved by repeating word for word

the proof of Corollary 0.2, except that the roles of A*, A**, A00 , and A®
are taken over by Y, Y*, Y® , and 7® respectively. To be more precise, we

use the following two facts:
(i) The separability of Y/X® allows us to prove an analogue of Lemma 3.1.

(ii) In the proof of Lemma 3.4 we did not use all the information contained in

Corollary 2.8. In fact, what we used is the following: If y £ A0XnA00n^i (A),
then y = 0. Letting Y be as above, what we need for the proof of Theorem

0.1 is the following: If y £ A0X DY® is a weak*-limit (i.e., o(Y*, 7)-limit) of
a sequence in A, then y = 0. That this is true is proved as in Corollary 2.5.
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